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Realist Magic in the
Fiction of William Dean
Howells
S T E P H A N I E  C .  PA L M E R
  hen the character Bartley Hubbard in 
William Dean HowellsÕs A Modern In-
stance (1882) brags that the ideal newspaper would solicit Òan
account of suicide, or an elopement, or a murder, or an acci-
dentÓ from Òevery fellow that could spell, in any part of the
country,Ó he voices HowellsÕs own misgivings about the sensa-
tional aspect of communication through mass culture.1 Rather
than fostering cognitive and emotional connections between
diverse social groups for the purpose of preventing further suf-
fering, newspaper accounts of personal calamities or large-
scale industrial accidents in the late nineteenth century tried to
thrill readers solely for the purposes of prestige and circula-
tion. Howells was not committed to determining how to pre-
vent suicide, murder, or industrial accidents, but he had a deep
interest in determining whatÑif not sensational tales of for-
tune and disasterÑwould inspire people from different eco-
nomic, political, and religious backgrounds to see each other
as respected members of a human community. HowellsÕs key
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devices for bringing about this social cohesion are not murders
or trainwrecks but chance meetings, injuries during travel, and
feelings of accidental entanglement. These devices comprise
HowellsÕs particular aesthetic of accident: in his novels such un-
planned occurrences serve the purpose of fostering cognitive
and emotional connections between social groups. It is impor-
tant to note that these devices fail to foster long-lasting connec-
tions: the novels emphasize that social fragmentation cannot
be combated with serendipitous meetings alone. And yet the
devices do foster conversations that might serve as the Þrst step
toward lasting social cohesion in the future. This particular use
of accident was tied up in HowellsÕs generic program of literary
realism, and it is signiÞcant that accidents appear frequently in
his Þction of the 1880s, the decade in which he was developing
that program. Although they have overlooked accidents as an
ingredient in American literary realism, recent scholars have
suggested that the genre was fundamentally about democratic
aspirations and failures. Their arguments can shed light on the
speciÞc ways that accidents in HowellsÕs novels do and do not
foster social cohesion, and an examination of these accidents
adds to the study of democracy in realism.
Scholars have debated the success of American literary re-
alismÕs democratic aspirations, many of them focusing on the
Þction and criticism of Howells, the genreÕs key promoter.
Howells formulated realism around the principle of extending
literary representation beyond the genteel classes to groups
formerly neglected or idealized in literary representation. He
was often a generous promoter of provincial, black, Jewish, and
socialist authors, and his personal politics became increasingly
socialist in the late 1880s.2 Yet his novels and criticism include
both democratic and anti-democratic impulses. As Amy Kaplan,
Elsa Nettels, and Kenneth W. Warren have argued, HowellsÕs
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3 See Amy Kaplan, The Social Construction of American Realism (Chicago: Univ. of
Chicago Press, 1988), p. 23.
4 See Elsa Nettels, Language, Race, and Social Class in HowellsÕs America (Lexington:
Univ. Press of Kentucky, 1988); and Kenneth W. Warren, Black and White Strangers: Race
and American Literary Realism (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1993), pp. 71Ð89.
5 The metaphor of ÒforegroundÓ is from KaplanÕs analysis of A Hazard of New For-
tunes, which she argues is divided between representations of a middle-class fore-
ground and a background of the ÒunrealÓ city (see Social Construction, pp. 44 Ð64).
Þctional attention to social environment tends to Þx characters
within a rigidly stratiÞed world. Kaplan emphasizes that How-
ellsÕs novels try to pave meeting grounds between his middle-
class readership and the upper and lower classes, but that they
organize these meeting grounds around a middle-class sense of
the familiar; as a result, his novels work to contain the threaten-
ing, competing realities of labor-capital conßict and mass cul-
ture.3 Nettels and Warren argue that dialect, slang, immigrant
speech, and the crude manners of characters like the Dryfoos
sisters make it appear that people not born into gentility can-
not master the skills required to be granted membership in
genteel circles.4 Howells portrays other characters, such as the
country bumpkin Egeria in The Undiscovered Country (1880) or
the black janitor in A Hazard of New Fortunes (1890), as roman-
tically different, an identity that prevents them from making
their opinions heard in the genteel circles of the ÒforegroundsÓ
of the novels.5
Enriching these readings, Brook Thomas focuses more 
on realismÕs democratic promise. In American Literary Realism
and the Failed Promise of Contract, Thomas asserts that realismÕs
wide social fabric is formally and thematically shaped around a
contractual conception of justice: social problems are solved
through human negotiations, not references to a cosmic order,
and conceptions of right and wrong change with history.
Thomas argues that this nineteenth-century conception of jus-
tice remains an ideal worth taking seriously, despite the discrim-
ination pointed to by Warren and Nettels that makes some
players more powerful negotiators than others. In an assertion
that is important for my argument, Thomas emphasizes the ne-
cessity of spoken communication in HowellsÕs Þction: Ò[How-
ells] tried to imagine how a more equitable social order could
be achieved through immanent exchanges within a heteroge-
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neous society made up of competing interests. Invested in a vi-
sion of social harmony, he saw his role not as an imposer of 
order, but as a translator facilitating communication among
various social groups.Ó 6
These critics do not address the means by which effective
meeting grounds are formedÑthe means by which the middle-
class containment described by Kaplan gives way to the com-
munication between social groups described by Thomas. The
accident-devices of chance meetings, transportation injuries,
and accidental entanglement bring about the necessary shifts
in HowellsÕs Þction from a stratiÞed space to one that is less
stratiÞed, less frenetic, and more appropriate for communica-
tion. To the extent that HowellsÕs novels enact a desire for facil-
itating communication, accidents work as the fulÞllment of an
authorial wish.7 Missed train connections and chance meetings
force the middle-class characters of the novelsÕ ÒforegroundsÓ
into a realization of train schedules, labor politics, tramps, 
slum dwellers, and morally compromised millionaires. More
abstractly, these incidents entangle the lives and interests of
disparate charactersÑ they are a sign for readers of the in-
volvement of bourgeois individuals in industrialism and a so-
cially divided nation. Yet in HowellsÕs novels this authorial wish
for communication is imperfectly fulÞlled or disastrously un-
fulÞlled. While some of his contemporaries nurtured acciden-
tal social connections in their Þction, Howells reminds readers
of the implausible nature of these connections. In doing so he
emphasizes the deep-seated effects of social inequality upon
human interaction.
By calling this dynamic ÒaccidentÓ I am codifying a cha-
racteristic of HowellsÕs writing that scholars have perceived for
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Theodore Dreiser, ÒTrue Art Speaks PlainlyÓ (1903), rpt. in Documents of Modern Liter-
ary Realism, ed. George J. Becker (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1963), p. 156; and
George Bernard Shaw, ÒIdeals and IdealistsÓ (1891), rpt. in Documents, pp. 123Ð28.
years without naming satisfactorily. For example, William
Alexander identiÞes Howells with an ability to represent how
middle-class people live richly detailed lives without acknowl-
edging the people, institutions, and events that lie outside their
horizons of consciousness.8 Tony Tanner has remarked that
HowellsÕs novels are Þlled with chance meetings that attempt to
break down this atomism.9 And Amy Kaplan explains this dou-
ble pull of HowellsÕs work as a response to a society made more
connected yet more distended by the media, corporations, and
complex institutions.10 HowellsÕs trope for this type of modern
relation, I contend, is accidental entanglement.
Accident serves as a kind of magic in HowellsÕs Þction. His
criticism on realism defends literature against the magical ele-
mentsÑ such as dei ex machina, ghosts, or shipwrecksÑ of pop-
ular Þction and the high literature of previous periods.11 Yet
faulty train connections and express trains that run over inno-
cent pedestrians would not have registered with HowellsÕs 1880s
readers as novelistic contraptions alone, but as signs of the im-
manent present, as technologies that could wreak havoc with
the natural world of chance and make the economic risks that
men take all the more damaging. And HowellsÕs accidents do
not signal the residual moralism of which critics have accused
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him.12 They do not produce morally pleasing endings or radi-
cally changed societies; instead, they remind readers of the
need for, and the difÞculty of, maintaining cognitive and emo-
tional connections in a heterogeneous society. They are just as
modern as other modern understandings of ÒaccidentÓ as a
concept and event: accident as a media commodity, accident as
proof of the necessity of the insurance industry, and accident as
a signal for an unconscious wish. In The Undiscovered Country,
Annie Kilburn, and A Hazard of New Fortunes Howells alludes to
all of these associationsÑwhich suggests that he was actively
choosing rather than passively accepting a kind of modernity.13
I begin my reading by tracing the way that chance meet-
ings and other accidents function in The Undiscovered Country, a
novel in which urban travelers and tourists ÒexploreÓ the coun-
try. In this novel Howells shows how ÒrealistÓ accident evolves
from ÒpastoralÓ accident. He redacts literary pastoral with situ-
ations in which rural people are uninterested in providing spir-
itual refreshment and conviviality to their urban visitors. Yet
rather than replacing the pastoral with images of rural and 
urban irreconcilability, Howells posits a modern hope that con-
nections made by accident might lead to permanent under-
standing and coherence. A similar realist device of accident in-
forms the later novels Annie Kilburn and A Hazard of New
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Fortunes. In contrast to The Undiscovered Country, these two later
novels represent the social coherence made possible through
accident as only an imperfect solution to social fragmentation
and inequality. In Annie Kilburn HowellsÕs faith in the social
Þction of accident shifts into a critique of the subject that relies
most frequently on the accidental to generate social changeÑ
that is, the well-intentioned but cloudy-headed middle- or up-
per-class subject. Yet the novels themselves enact accidents in
an attempt to make readers connect, and in A Hazard of New
Fortunes Howells reÞnes and partially refutes some of Annie Kil-
burnÕs criticism of the well-intentioned middle- or upper-class
subject.
Critics have often identiÞed The Undiscov-
ered Country as a transitional novel between two periods of
HowellsÕs production: the 1860s and 1870s, which were domi-
nated by his travel books and humorous courtship novels, and
the 1880s, in which his major works were realist novels of the
city.14 Nearly all Howells critics consider the novel to be minor,
and many judge it an aesthetic failure.15 Their judgments may
be related to the novelÕs discontinuous generic code: it com-
bines the genres of pastoral, realism, and Hawthornesque ro-
mance of the psyche in a seemingly aimless way. While the Þrst
fourteen chapters ironically expose the fraud of spiritualism
and the impossibility of harmony between different social
groups, the Þnal ten chapters soberly explore the psychology of
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interpersonal inßuence and love. This discontinuity makes the
novel difÞcult to read and interpret.
The greatest advocate of The Undiscovered Country has been
Kermit Vanderbilt, who makes a strong case for its major status
in the Howells canon on the basis of its being a post-Civil War
reenvisioning of the pastoral.16 In the novel two sets of weary
urban characters (Boynton and Egeria, and Ford and Phillips)
venture into the countryside, where the powers of ÒnatureÓ re-
store their physical, emotional, and spiritual health. The novel
is a revision of the pastoral, argues Vanderbilt, because it em-
phasizes the social stratiÞcation and social changes (the break-
down of sexual and familial morality) that affected both coun-
try and city in the 1860s and 1870s. Rather than peace and
timelessness, the characters Þnd disreputable and incongruous
types, including prostitutes, tramps, migrant woodcutters, poor
Southern whites and blacks, and noisy lower-class tourists.
HowellsÕs revision of the pastoral in The Undiscovered Coun-
tr y is more intricate than VanderbiltÕs reading implies, for the
representation of country space in the novel indexes a struggle
between competing generic ideologies of human cohesion. In
the novelÕs opening the urban characters generally assume that
country people will be charming, generous, and unthreaten-
ingly different, as country characters would be in a pastoral.
But instead the country characters are complex and subject to
the same spiritual quests and economic concerns as the urban
characters themselves. Howells replaces the urban charactersÕ
assumptions of boundless country hospitality with an idea of ac-
cidental entanglement that characterizes his later novels about
the city. In addition, dissenting characters voice skepticism
about whether such accidental entanglement is meaningful or
helpful. There are three aesthetics of accident in The Undiscov-
ered Country: pastoral accident, Howellsian realist accident, and
part-Puritan, part-utilitarian critiques of realist Þctionalizing
around accident.
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The novelÕs plot is important for my argument. The novel
begins in Boston, where Mr. Boynton, a man from Maine, exper-
iments with using his acquiescent but hesitant daughter, Egeria,
as a spiritualist medium. They consort with a fashionable but not
quite respectable group of men and women, the boarding house
crowd, in which they meet Edward Ford, an indecisive young
man unable to Þnd satisfaction in either chemical experiments
or magazine writing. In the novelÕs Þrst chance meeting, Ford
and his friend Phillips visit a seance arranged by BoyntonÕs
landlady, in which Boynton demonstrates his powers over Ege-
ria. Out of scientiÞc skepticism rather than maliciousness, Ford
disrupts the seance with actions that Boynton attributes to the
spirits: he squeezes EgeriaÕs hand so hard that he injures her,
and he lights a gas lamp. FordÕs squeezing of EgeriaÕs hand con-
stitutes the novelÕs Þrst major accident: it is a sudden, unwel-
come event that serves to link the fates of Ford and Egeria. Ford
then incenses Boynton by revealing that the entire seance was a
fraud, and he refuses BoyntonÕs request to restore BoyntonÕs
honor through another seance. Feeling defeated, Boynton at-
tempts to return to Maine, but his journey is interrupted in the
novelÕs second major accident: his eagerness to listen in on the
conversation of a group of Shakers at Ayer Junction causes him
and his daughter to miss their train. They mistakenly board the
southbound instead of the northbound connection and Þnd
themselves without their luggage or money at the next stop,
near Egerton, Massachusetts. After many unsuccessful attempts
at Þnding shelter and assistance, during which Egeria falls dan-
gerously ill with fever, they house with a Shaker community in
the town of Vardley. Feeling himself to be at home in a commu-
nity of spiritualists, Boynton endeavors to interest the Shakers
in his own spiritualist experiments. But they resist his en-
treaties, preferring his acquiescent and humble daughter, who
gains independence and conÞdence in the course of picking
berries and pretty leaves in the neighboring Þelds.
At the very moment that the latent hostility becomes ex-
plicit between Boynton and the Shaker Elihu, Ford and Phillips
arrive at the Shaker community, stopping for the night during
an antique-buying expedition. In the novelÕs third major acci-
dent, Ford stumbles across Boynton sleeping outside. Remem-
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bering Ford as the man who dishonored him, Boynton attacks
Ford, hits his own head in the struggle, and suffers from apo-
plectic seizures and contusions that send him into a decline
ending in death. Bidding good-bye to Phillips, Ford remains in
Vardley to assist the Boyntons. In the course of conversations 
in the meadows and at BoyntonÕs bedside, Ford and Egeria fall in
love, and Ford and Boynton resolve their difference of opinion
about science and spirituality. After BoyntonÕs death, Ford and
Egeria move to the Boston suburbs, where FordÕs patent for a
common household chemical earns them a middle-class living.
The novelÕs representational codes redact the pastoral. By
providing precise detail about people and places, the novel
complicates the pastoral plot in which city people go to nature
in order to be rejuvenated. These codes resemble those of
HowellsÕs urban novels of the 1880s, codes that Amy Kaplan
identiÞes as realist. Kaplan explains how realism contrasts a
middle-class domestic ÒforegroundÓ to the ÒunrealÓ city com-
posed of the working classes and capitalist elite. She identiÞes
the middle-class couple in A Hazard of New Fortunes, Basil and
Isabel March, as vehicles for representing a middle-class re-
sponse to the new, unsettling anonymity of city life. For Kaplan
the Marches are mobile, realist characters Òpreoccupied with
the problem of inhabiting and representing rented spaceÓ (So-
cial Construction, p. 12).
Yet the characters in The Undiscovered Country cannot be
identiÞed simply as ÒurbanÓ or Òrural.Ó The Boyntons are not at
home anywhere: in Boston they develop neither a social net-
work nor knowledge of city life, and BoyntonÕs single-minded
dominance over his daughter has alienated them from their re-
maining relative in Maine. Similarly, the Shakers come from di-
verse backgrounds: Brother Humphrey speaks in heavy coun-
try dialect, yet Sister Francis has a fashionable sister in Boston,
and while some of the Shakers Þnd BoyntonÕs spiritualism reli-
giously inspiring, others consider it a corrupt modern practice
and still others see it as a welcome source of entertainment.
Rather than portraying rural people as quaint and gener-
ous, the novel reminds readers of the absence of communal
feeling between socially separated groups in the modern Mass-
achusetts countryside. Noting EgeriaÕs shabby dress, the con-
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ductor of the train does not believe their story about the north-
bound money and luggage, and orders them off at the Egerton
stop. Without money, Boynton and Egeria wander through a va-
cation community, forests, hobo camps, and vacated farmland.
When seeking assistance or shelter they are mistaken for tramps,
drunks, and a reform school dropout and her accomplice. The
Shakers eventually house them, not out of spontaneous feeling
between equals, but because they have a policy of accommo-
dating tramps as well as paying guests.
The novel represents the countryside as a space of class
conßict and modern unknowability. Much as Howells used the
MarchesÕ walks through the poor neighborhoods of New York
City, he uses the BoyntonsÕ buggy rides through the country to
capture competing versions of modern reality. While recover-
ing from her fever, Egeria is rejuvenated by her wanderings
through the neighborhood in the traditional pastoral fashionÑ
she gathers ßora and picks berries, and with each walk she gains
energy, happiness, and conÞdence. Yet her idea of nature co-
exists with the nature worked by poor Þeldhands and inhabi-
tants of rickety shacks. For example, migrant Canadian wood-
cutters, hired by the Shakers, salvage Þrewood from the same
cleared grounds where the Shaker women and Egeria pick
berries. Like the city, and like death (to which the novelÕs title
explicitly alludes), the Massachusetts country is rendered into
an Òundiscovered country.Ó
One of the startling lessons that nineteenth-century read-
ers learned while looking over the urban charactersÕ shoulders
is that the (at least somewhat) hospitable Shakers did not share
the BoyntonsÕ expectations of a common ground.17 Knowing
that the Shakers practice spiritualism, Boynton expects them to
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be thrilled at the news of his success in calling the spirits, and
Phillips arrives ready to bargain for their furniture and orna-
ments. But the Shakers thwart these expectations, and friction
between the guests and the host comes to the fore. It is signiÞ-
cant that this friction is expressed through the Shaker ElihuÕs
reinterpretation of the accident of Boynton boarding the wrong
train. Boynton interprets this occurrence as a divine signÑhe
speaks joyfully of the ÒchanceÓ meeting at the train depot that
led him into the ShakersÕ fold (p. 181). But the Shakers do not
trust him, and, sensing this, Boynton appeals to his own ideal 
of hospitality: ÒYou led me to believe that among you I should
Þnd the sympathy and support which are essential to successÓ
(p. 223). Brother Elihu replies: ÒWe led you to believe noth-
ing. . . . An accident threw you among us, after we had fully and
fairly warned you that we should not receive you or any one
without deliberation. We welcomed you kindly, and you have
had our bestÓ (p. 223). Elihu thus expresses the possibility that
chance meetings and accidental social connections are not to
be trusted as a basis for communal feeling.
Elihu brings to the fore the novelÕs question about the so-
cial construction of the meaning of accidentÑabout whether
an accident should be made to signify something beyond itself.
According to Elihu, BoyntonÕs accident in boarding the wrong
train is meaningless, and ElihuÕs words (while softened in an-
other scene) crystallize an important counterargument to
HowellsÕs dominant argument. Howells is famous for proposing
that reading good literature, thinking morally, and Þnding
meaning in everyday life are key, related ways of combating the
modern fragmentation caused by mass culture and class con-
ßict. The essays that he wrote for HarperÕs Monthly between
1886 and 1892 (and included in revised form in Criticism and
Fiction) suggest that realism can be a moral force if created by 
a careful author. Yet Howells also expressed indecision in this
regard, suggesting in some essays that the authorÕs addition of
meaning is important, while suggesting in others that reality,
morality, and good art are inseparable regardless of the au-
thorÕs conscious intentions.18 Thus ElihuÕs outburst connects to
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facts merely, and maps life instead of picturing it,Ó and a better realism in which the au-
thor Òis careful of every fact, and feels himself bound to express or to indicate its mean-
ing at the risk of over-moralizingÓ (Criticism and Fiction, p. 302). In contrast, his claims
discounting authorial intentions occur primarily in hortatory passages: ÒMorality pene-
trates all things, it is the soul of all thingsÓ (Criticism and Fiction, p. 322).
19 For more on the insurance worldview, see Fran ois Ewald, ÒInsurance and Risk,Ó
in The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality, ed. Graham Burchell, Colin Gordon,
and Peter Miller (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1991), pp. 197Ð210. Ewald argues
that the technologies of the early-nineteenth-century insurance industry began to
rewrite the concepts of randomness and possibility into the concept of calculable, col-
lective risk.
a central question that Howells was considering at this point in
his career, the question of whether social Þctions (and hence
realist literature) can be meaningful and hence powerful.
ElihuÕs reply is a counterpoint to HowellsÕs critical speculations
about the viability of attaching meaning to common events:
Elihu suggests that BoyntonÕs accidents do not constitute moral
phenomenaÑ that is, they are not a signiÞcant sign of the right-
ness of the Þt between Boynton and the Shakers. To HowellsÕs
question of what cohesive Þctions might be powerful enough to
replace the outdated institutions of hospitality, Elihu replies:
nothing. In that sense, he throws into relief the Þctions of mod-
ern urbanity.
The narrative puts forth two other rationalist perspectives
on the place of accident in modern life. One is voiced by the
BoyntonsÕ friend Hatch, who accompanies them to the Ayer
railroad depot. When Boynton exclaims that he overheard the
Shakers discussing Òthe life hereafter . . . and the angelic life on
earth,Ó Hatch replies: ÒWell, I donÕt know about the last, but the
Þrst is a good subject for a railroad depot. Makes you think
whether youÕve bought your insurance ticketÓ (pp. 118 Ð19).
The conjunction of death and the railroad make Hatch think
of damage to life and limb Ñaccident, from the perspective that
the insurance industry developed in the early nineteenth cen-
tury. HatchÕs wry remark hints at a worldview in which chance is
bothersome, even destructive, and to be avoided, and in which
the best way to avoid it is by purchasing a market product. In
this worldview there is no reaching beyond the realm of the so-
cial and the calculable.19 Thus in The Undiscovered Country we
see insurance technology in tension with another modern
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20 The sense that modern activities redound in Þctitious value and meaning res-
onates widely both with T. J. Jackson LearsÕs idea of the late-nineteenth-century mid-
dle-class sense of weightlessness (see Lears, No Place of Grace: Antimodernism and the
Transformation of American Culture, 1880Ð1920 [New York: Pantheon, 1981]), and with
Walter Benn MichaelsÕs characterization of the periodÕs writing, photography, and
courtship as embracing slippery signiÞcation and the aleatory (see Michaels, The Gold
Standard and the Logic of Naturalism: American Literature at the Turn of the Century [Berke-
ley and Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press, 1987]).
21 In the case of Ford, the sense of accidental entanglement overrides a brutishness
that the uncultured Ford Þnds Òinstinctive.Ó FordÕs development in the course of the
narrative draws on the idea that lower-class people (especially lower-class men) are
brutish, and middle-class people practice self-control. His development is part and
parcel of the distinction between realism, in which (roughly) accidents may be felici-
worldview in which accident is to be embraced as a secular, so-
cial path to human connectedness.
The other rationalist perspective on accident is expressed
by Ford in Boston, at the beginning of the narrative, when he
objects to social niceties, white lies, and Þctions. Ford criticizes
Phillips and Hatch for dabbling in activities in which they have
only provisional faith: ÒHe [Hatch] dabbles in ghosts as you
[Phillips] dabble in bricabrac. He believes as much in ghosts as
you believe in your Bonifazios. They may be genuine; in the
mean time, you like to talk as if they were. Upon the whole, 
I believe I prefer blind superstitionÓ (p. 86). Ford abhors
PhillipsÕs and HatchÕs way of enjoying fashionable and modern
activities that they themselves acknowledge to have merely so-
cially constructed value. Similarly, Ford abhors using an acci-
dent as an excuse for an individualÕs irrational decisions: when
Boynton attributes his tardiness in confronting Ford about the
seance to needing to save a child who had been run over in the
street, Ford considers the occurrence as Òrather too oppor-
tuneÓ (p. 92).20
But in the narrativeÕs second half, once Ford feels Òacci-
dentallyÓ enmeshed with Boynton and Egeria, he very much
embraces modern social Þctions. He begins to enjoy walks in
the forest, and he accepts a moral interpretation of his Þght
with Boynton, as he explains to Phillips: ÒI canÕt say that I am re-
sponsible for the misfortunes of this man, but somehow I am
entangled with him, and I canÕt break away without playing the
bruteÓ (p. 269).21 To Elihu, who accuses him of courting Egeria
in a way that might tempt the Shakers (committed to celibacy)
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tous and determined by charactersÕ actions, and naturalism, in which human life is an
accident and charactersÕ actions are determined by their instincts.
to fall in love themselves, Ford equivocates: ÒDo you think these
are the circumstances for love-making? I am here very much
against my will, because I canÕt decently abandon a friendless
manÓ (p. 350). It is signiÞcant that Howells has Ford under-
stand and narrate his change in thinking with the language of
being abducted or enchanted: the narrative posits a premod-
ern way of enchanting characters into embracing the risks and
pleasures of the modern world. Thus, Howells does not choose
the rationalist and utilitarian interpretations of accident to re-
solve the novel; rather, the conclusion embraces the possibility
that accidental meetings and conversations can be meaningful.
Through a realist social Þction of accident, Howells in The
Undiscovered Country posits hope for modern social connections
among people who do not share a history, community, family,
or political afÞliation. He most clearly mobilizes this concept 
of modern social connection in Ford and EgeriaÕs courtship,
but he also deploys it in order to portray provisional relations 
between communities and places. Ford and Egeria become
friendly with the Shakers not because they are essentially like
them, but because they are in circumstances that provide them
with a common ground for friendship. Howells responds to the
modern tension between community and mobility in both coun-
try and city by positing the viability of temporary emotional
coalitions. These emotional bonds make possible the peaceful
yet probing conversations between Egeria and Ford, Ford and
Boynton, and Boynton, Ford, and the Shakers. Yet these emo-
tional bonds remain selective: the Shakers are a relatively know-
able and similar country group for the urbanites to be thrown
in with, and Ford is a relatively sympathetic Howellsian, rising
ÒbruteÓ character. In the late 1880s, however, the same realist
deployment of accident for the purpose of fostering social co-
hesion is not as successful.
In both Annie Kilburn and A Hazard of New
Fortunes the Þgures of the chance meeting, the sense of acci-
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22 Thomas L. Haskell, ÒCapitalism and the Origins of the Humanitarian Sensibility,
Part 1,Ó in The Antislavery Debate: Capitalism and Abolitionism as a Problem in Historical In-
terpretation, ed. Thomas Bender (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press,
1992), p. 134.
dental entanglement, and sudden death during travel all serve
purposes similar to those of the accidents in The Undiscovered
Country: they foster meetings between socially divided people
and devise ways for the novelistic narrative to move beyond its
middle-class foreground. The sense of accidental entangle-
ment viviÞes a means by which middle-class characters might
deal with their expanded horizon of social impact by expand-
ing their horizon of consciousness. All three Þgures of accident
signal the involved yet partially ignorant role of the individual
within complex organizationsÑvoluntary associations, the lit-
erary marketplace, and city space. With accidents Howells con-
structs new forms of Òincidental,Ó or nonfoundational, respon-
sibility that are appropriate for a modern world in which an
individualÕs actions and thoughts affect people outside of fam-
ily or community. Accidents in these two novels reveal the char-
actersÕ complicity with the economic or socially oppressed, with
the local gentry with whom Annie Kilburn associates, and with
the capitalist who supports the artistic production of Basil
March, Alma Leighton, and Angus Beaton.
In examining the expanded horizons of social conscious-
ness brought about by modern transportation and communi-
cation, I draw on Thomas L. HaskellÕs theory about the con-
nection between the growth of the humanitarian sensibility in
the eighteenth century and the growth of a market economy.
Haskell argues that the humanitarian sensibility required a
Òbroaden[ing of] the sphere within which a person may poten-
tially feel himself to be the cause of an evil.Ó 22 He speculates that
this broadening came about as a result of a market economy
that habituated people to making transactions across stretches
of time and spaceÑ thus, a national literary market might have
habituated actual nineteenth-century readers to feel social
obligations across distance. HowellsÕs two later novels thema-
tize the possibilities and problems of the expanded but attenu-
ated consciousnesses of readers. On this point, Wai-Chee Di-
mock argues that in The Rise of Silas Lapham and The MinisterÕs
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23 See Wai-Chee Dimock, ÒThe Economy of Pain: Capitalism, Humanitarianism,
and the Realistic Novel,Ó in New Essays on ÒThe Rise of Silas Lapham,Ó pp. 67Ð90.
24 No single character represents a pure embodiment of either activism-theory or
accidental entanglement. Many of HowellsÕs key characters (the Boyntons and the
Marches, for instance) are not economically secure enough to maintain the perfect ob-
servational distance required for AnnieÕs continual quandaries over her horizons of
causality. Further, characters like Conrad Dryfoos feel both willed and unwilled long-
ings to do good. Like any identity, these identities are mixed.
Charge (1887) Howells proposes an Òeconomy of painÓ in which
characters who do not limit their humanitarian actions court
disaster.23 But how do they decide which obligations to act
upon? HowellsÕs use of accidents to urge his characters to a deci-
sion suggests that there is a certain amount of arbitrariness and
circumstance built into the system of modern humanitarianism.
In Annie Kilburn and A Hazard of New Fortunes all devices of
accident are not of equal value: Howells thematizes a contrast
between Òaccidental entanglementÓ and Òactivism-theory.Ó 
He identiÞes a sense of accidental entanglement primarily with
middle- or upper-class characters who feel a desire to con-
tribute to the cause of social justice, and he represents it as
feminine because it is unthinking and often ineffective. I label
such characters the Òwell-meaning bourgeois.Ó Howells identi-
Þes activism and theory with the Reverend Peck, the socialist
Berthold Lindau, the religious would-be minister Conrad Dry-
foos, and the committed altruist Margaret VanceÑthe Òactivist-
theorists.Ó 24 These characters resist bourgeois ideas of comfort
and American ideas of innocence by reading socialist thought,
participating in worker cooperatives, and actively attempting to
make the upper classes and small-business owners recognize
their role in increasing social inequality.
While the well-meaning bourgeois in these two later novels
experience a sense of accidental entanglement, activist-theorists
experience fatal injuries during travel. InAnnie Kilburn Mr. Peck
is hit by an express train while crossing the depot on his way out
of Hatboro to set up a cooperative house and school for mill-
hands in another town. And in A Hazard of New Fortunes police-
men shoot Conrad and club Lindau while the two men, wander-
ing through the city, attempt to intervene in a demonstration
by streetcar strikers. The message transmitted by the differ-
ent effects of accidental entanglement and accidental death is 
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25 It is clear from the letters that Howells wrote during and after the composition of
Annie Kilburn that he believed that the novelÕs message was that PeckÕs revolution, not
AnnieÕs reform, was the solution to social inequality. See Howells, letter to Hamlin Gar-
land, 15 January 1888, in Howells, Selected Letters, Volume 3: 1882Ð1891, ed. Robert C.
Leitz III and Christoph K. Lohmann, et al., vol. 19 of A Selected Edition (Boston: Twayne,
1980), pp. 214Ð15. Yet I agree with Hamlin Garland that the novel itself ends with
great hope for AnnieÕs eventual success at helping the factory workers on a local level.
that truly activist characters are too good, and in some ways 
too extreme, to exist in the novelsÕ worlds of middle-class 
plausibility Ñthe deaths serve as a wake-up call for readers. Still,
the historical Howells cannot be simplistically identiÞed with 
either accidental entanglement or activism-theory.25 The nov-
els clearly endorse the theoretical viability of the activist-
theorists, yet they do not portray the accidentally entangled
characters as simple foils. Instead, these characters demonstrate
how difÞcult it is to deal with expanded horizons of causalityÑ
or, in other words, how difÞcult it is to perform actions that
bring about more than personal fulÞllment.
In Annie Kilburn Howells compares three methods for
building common ground among the established gentry, rising
elite, summer people, immigrant workers, and farm laborers of
a New England factory town. The least viable method is that of
a group of Hatboro residents, comprised of the local elite and
the rising entrepreneurs, who attempt to establish a social union
for the townÕs factory workers. The organizersÕ union appears
unlikely to meet the long-term needs and short-term desires of
the factory workers, and it smacks of condescension and social
control. The meetings illustrate that these reformers are pri-
marily motivated by a desire to assure social inßuence, and in
portraying them Howells lampoons social reform.
The second method is that of the radical Reverend
Mr. Peck, who openly criticizes the philosophical assumptions
of the social union. He explains that working-class people have
fundamentally different needs that are not best understood with
middle-class intuition. The social union organizers see Peck as
frighteningly emotionless and abstract, and they see his appar-
ent neglect of his child (he is a single parent) as proof of his
heartlessness.
The third method is that of Annie Kilburn, a well-meaning
bourgeois, who mediates between the unthinking reformers
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26 William Dean Howells, Annie Kilburn, in Novels, 1886Ð1888, ed. Don L. Cook
(New York: Literary Classics of the United States, 1989), p. 645. Subsequent references
are to this edition and are cited in the text.
27 On HowellsÕs generationÕs differing interpretation of womenÕs and menÕs neuras-
thenia, see Tom Lutz, American Nervousness, 1903: An Anecdotal History (Ithaca: Cornell
Univ. Press, 1991), pp. 4Ð19; but see also Gail Bederman, Manliness and Civilization: A
Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880Ð1917 (Chicago: Univ. of
and the theoretical Peck. A member of the Hatboro gentry who
returns from Washington, D.C., and Europe to the home of 
her youth because she is tired of the disoccupation of expatri-
ate communities, Annie reestablishes herself in Hatboro with
inarticulate longings to Òbe of some useÓ and Òtry to do some
good.Ó 26 She exempliÞes a modern, privileged longing for the
perceived permanency and mutually supportive nature of life
in an American small town.
Howells constructs Peck as thinking and Annie as feeling.
For example, when Annie sends two sickly children to the
seashore in hopes of a cure, she is acting on her own intuition,
without consulting a physician. Similarly, she is unable to ex-
plain why she dislikes the idea of the social union until Peck of-
fers his reasons, and then she feels that ÒMr. Peck had given her
a point of view, and though she believed she did not agree with
him, she could not escape from itÓ (p. 742).
AnnieÕs reactions here reveal her method of reform to be
an unwilled, felt impulse. In this novel Howells suggests that this
method is both harmful and helpful: it enables Annie to ques-
tion the status quo and examine her own actions, yet her ac-
tions also contribute to a childÕs death, as one of the sickly chil-
dren dies during the journey to the seashore. Thus AnnieÕs sense
of entanglement is an example of the modern individualÕs abil-
ity to effect good or evil: an individual may try to do good across
time and distance, but because of natural and human-made
chance he or she may fail.
At the same time, however, AnnieÕs impulsiveness is insep-
arable from the aspects of her character that Howells labels as
feminine and neurasthenic. In the Þrst half of the novel How-
ells describes AnnieÕs indecisiveness with lines like this one:
ÒShe never could tell by what steps she reached her agreement
with the ministerÕs philosophy; perhaps, as a woman, it was not
possible she shouldÓ (p. 864).27 In his other novels as well,
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Chicago Press, 1995), pp. 121Ð69. On HowellsÕs personal resistance to women who
seek to work and think outside the home, see John W. Crowley, ÒHowells: The Ever-
Womanly,Ó and ÒWinifred Howells and the Economy of Pain,Ó both in his The Mask of
Fiction: Essays on W. D. Howells (Amherst: Univ. of Massachusetts Press, 1989), pp. 35Ð
55, 83Ð114. It is signiÞcant that Annie takes action to do good only after her father
dies, which leaves her without a male obstacle to action.
28 For this point about Vance I am indebted to Janice Koistinen-Harris.
29 On the nineteenth- and twentieth-century association between male heroism and
sudden ÒaccidentalÓ or ÒunnaturalÓ death, see Susan Bennett Smith, ÒVirginia Woolf
and Death: A Feminist Cultural History, 1880Ð1940,Ó Ph.D. diss. Stanford Univ., 1993.
Howells represents women as cloudy-headed, given to acciden-
tal connections, and incapable of the individualistic strength
that leads to drastic solutions or heroism and, hence, an early
death. In A Hazard of New Fortunes the activist-theorist Margaret
Vance does not die along with Conrad, whom she urges into
the strikeÕs fray, but rather is pushed to the margins of the
novelÕs conclusion, in which she appears as a nun.28 As with
Egeria in The Undiscovered Country, Vance in Hazard exempliÞes
feminine suffering and enduring (as opposed to masculine suf-
fering, acting, and dying young).29 And yet Howells proposes
no alternative for these ÒfeminineÓ approaches to bringing
about social equality and harmony; he may gently scorn femi-
nine forces in his novels, but they are always useful and neces-
sary to the narratives. For example, over time Annie becomes
more vocal and logical in her analysis of social stratiÞcation in
Hatboro. At the novelÕs conclusion it is evident that her indeci-
sion, coupled with her determination to carry on PeckÕs legacy,
might help the townÕs factory workers and poor. Rather than
being the leader of a factory worker cooperative (as Peck had
tried to be), Annie works for a cooperative run by the workers
themselves. The narrative becomes transcendental in its posi-
tive description of her accidental method:
she remained at her door looking up at the summer blue sky that
held a few soft white clouds, such as might have overhung the
same place at the same hour thousands of years before, and such
as would lazily drift over it in a thousand years to come. . . . A per-
ception of the unity of all things under the sun ßashed and faded
upon her, as such glimpses do. Of her high intentions, nothing
had resulted. . . . Nothing of what was established and regulated
had desired her intervention; a few accidents and irregularities had
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30 In Black and White Strangers Warren identiÞes American literary realism with the
civil and the social, and hence with a rigid adherence to what a racist, elitist public would
consider plausible. I stress that with accident Howells seeks to mediate between the re-
alist realm and the nonrealist (sentimental or romantic) realm of justice beyond plau-
sibility. Thus, the device signals a way in which Howells attempts to produce justice
within a realist aesthetic.
31 Leo Tolstoy uses the metaphor in Anna Karenina (1875Ð77), in which the title
character witnesses a death caused by falling under a train and subsequently commits
suicide in the same way herself. William Alexander argues convincingly that PeckÕs fatal
alone accepted it. . . . She was aware of the cessation of a struggle
that has never since renewed itself with the old intensity; her
wishes, her propensities, ceased in that degree to represent evil
in conßict with the portion of good in her; they seemed so mixed
and interwoven with the good that they could no longer be an-
tagonised; for the moment they seemed in their way even wiser
and better, and ever after to be the nature out of which good as
well as evil might come. (pp. 858 Ð59; emphasis added)
The passage appeals not to the civil and social, but to a Roman-
tic permanence, creativity, and release of self-will inspired by
nature.30 The novel as a whole raises problems with this view-
point, but the passage nevertheless offers hope that AnnieÕs
sense of accidental entanglement is a meaningful and worth-
while method for helping the cause of justice.
In contrast, Howells portrays PeckÕs activist-theorist
method of effecting justice as not viable in the realist world. It
leads to his collision with the express train, which prevents a
radical conclusion to the novel by keeping Peck from setting up
a cooperative and giving his radical message to the congrega-
tion. Just as the BoyntonsÕ missed train eventually leads to social
unity, so too PeckÕs accident fosters an opportunity for unity
among Hatboro residents. The Savors, a working-class family of
reformers, take PeckÕs severely injured body into their home,
and when a crowd, which includes the gentry, enters to visit
him, the Savors offer the Òvulgar kindlinessÓ of coffee (p. 850).
But this upwelling of feeling is short-lived, leaving HatboroÕs
social divisions just as strong at the end of the novel as they
were at the beginning. The death by express train is a familiar
metaphor for the relentless, destructive forces of modernity
that Howells seeks to ameliorate through human connections,
and it is signiÞcant that in his aesthetic these forces are most
dangerous to a radical character.31
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train accident is only one allusion to Tolstoy in a novel that contains an extended argu-
ment with TolstoyÕs personal politics; he asserts that Howells had misgivings about the
impracticality and ineffectiveness of living among the poor (see Howells: The Realist as
Humanist, pp. 77Ð78).
32 Like Boynton (and unlike Annie), the Marches are imperfectly detached ob-
servers: they do not come from an economic and social background privileged enough
to shield them from economic downturns and working-class rebellion. Howells writes
that Basil Òbegan to feel like populace; but he struggled with himself and regained his
character of philosophical observerÓ (Hazard, p. 374).
This hope in the power of accidents to encourage privi-
leged people to work toward social cohesion with a wider pop-
ulace is missing from the ending of A Hazard of New Fortunes.
This novelÕs goal is similar to that of Annie Kilburn: it revolves
around the possibility of uniting people diverse in region, gen-
der, and political afÞliation, this time through the literary mag-
azine Every Other Week. In the opening episodes Fulkerson,
Vance, and Basil March discuss how to please both New York
readers and provincial readers. But different staff members in-
terpret the aim of the magazine differently: publisher Conrad
Dryfoos, the son of the magazineÕs nouveau-riche natural gas
millionaire, hopes that the literary editorÕs sketches of New
York CityÕs neighborhoods might serve as a Þrst step toward a
world in which the comfortable people understand and care
about how the uncomfortable people live; the literary editor
Basil March vaguely imagines that the magazine will give young
artists a chance; and the magazineÕs advertising head, Fulker-
son, suggests soliciting Þrsthand material from a streetcar
striker largely for the purposes of proÞt and prestige. In the
course of the novel the fragile coalition of the magazineÕs staff
becomes increasingly difÞcult to maintain and increasingly un-
likely to bring about social harmony or activism.
The novel contrasts the methods of activist-theorists (the
foreign submissions translator Berthold Lindau, Conrad Dry-
foos, and Margaret Vance) with those of characters who vaguely
desire to do good (Basil and Isabel March).32 Howells consis-
tently uses the language of accidental entanglement in relation
to the well-meaning bourgeois characters: Basil recognizes 
LindauÕs socialist rhetoric because he has read similar rhetoric
in labor newspapers he came across ÒaccidentallyÓ (Hazard,
p. 194); during the strike demonstration, ÒSomething stronger
than [BasilÕs] will drew him to the spotÓ (p. 422). Such charac-
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33 The incident constructs the Marches as mobile and the residents of the gay,
crowded street as Þxed in place: March remarks that the residents Òare not merely car-
ried through this street in a coup , but have to spend their whole lives in it, winter and
summer, with no hopes of driving out of it, except in a hearseÓ (p. 65). But given that
the Marches themselves entered the street involuntarily, the incident does raise their
awareness of the lives of the poor.
ters exclaim hopefully that city space might contain a magic
that would inspire social cohesion and action: Margaret Vance,
for instance, speculates that Òthere seems to be some solvent in
New York life that reduces all men to a common level, that
touches everybody with its potent magic and brings to the sur-
face the deeply underlying nobodyÓ (p. 243; emphasis added).
While the experiences of these characters prove their initial
hopes wrong, the narrative itself uses similar devices of acci-
dent to knit people together. During their apartment hunt,
Basil and Isabel March view a block of tenement houses Òacci-
dentallyÓ (p. 64), because the driver of their hired coup  steers
down that street without orders to do so.33 The magazine staff is
bound together through accidental, chance meetings in public
city space: Basil does not come to hire his long-lost teacher
Berthold Lindau because he remembers the manÕs strengths,
but because he runs into him in a restaurant; Conrad is inspired
to intervene in the strike because Margaret Vance encounters
him on the street. These incidents suggest that social connec-
tions across communities might happen spontaneously in the
opportunity-Þlled streets of the city. (As fanciful as this wish
may seem, similar feelings prompt twenty-Þrst-century people
to call for more urban public space.) In contrast, the narrativeÕs
conclusion in the horse-car strike and the dissolution of the
magazineÕs staff dramatizes the idea that city accidents fail to
create a common ground in which socially conßicted charac-
ters can come to consensus or understanding.
The horse-car strike is the narrativeÕs most signiÞcant acci-
dent device. Kaplan argues that the strike is a return of the re-
pressed that connects the narrativeÕs middle-class, familial
foreground to its background of the unreal city; by implicating
its bourgeois characters in the immediate physical experience
of the strike and the accompanying social disorder, Howells
undercuts the tendencies of yellow journalism, documentary,
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34 See Kaplan, Social Construction, pp. 59 Ð64, 151Ð55. Kaplan, along with other
Howells critics, shows that in deference to his readership Howells was less radical in his
writing than he was in his private thought. See also Daniel H. Borus, Writing Realism:
Howells, James, and Norris in the Mass Market (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press,
1989), pp. 168Ð70; and Alexander, Howells: The Realist as Humanist. Thus, we cannot
attribute the nonradical nature of the novelÕs ending to HowellsÕs lack of personal 
conviction.
and travel writing to cordon off urban life and working-class
protest from middle-class reality.34 Unlike Mr. PeckÕs tragic
death, the deaths of Conrad and Lindau do not inspire the less
politically radical characters to put into action their ideas for
change. Kaplan reads the strike violence as a wake-up call about
the failure of the realist genre to foster social cohesion that
works, and she reads Basil MarchÕs quandaries about God and
economic chance as the impossibility of attaching meaning to
terrible events. It is true that the novelÕs overall generic pro-
gram and its accidents in particular fail to bring about social
cohesion on a macro level, but it is possible to read in the nar-
rativeÕs ending the notion that accidental entanglement may
motivate disparate characters to work together on a personal
level: the strike, for example, gets the conversational ball rolling
again among the surviving magazine staff. After the disastrous
staff dinner and before the strike, none of the staff members
were speaking to each other about ConradÕs distaste for the job
that made him valuable to them, the lack of seriousness about
the legacy of slavery on the magazineÕs pages, or DryfoosÕs mis-
comprehension of the situation between Christine Dryfoos and
Angus Beaton. After the strike, however, the surviving members
try to act on a newfound feeling that they are connected to
each other and that they might very well try to make amends.
The superÞcial Fulkerson is the one who tells Basil March that
Lindau is dying. Dryfoos admits to Basil that he wishes he could
explain his political convictions to Lindau and Conrad, even
though the strike will eventually show him that his desire for
discussion has come too late. Basil March is surprised at his own
change in attitude, about Òthe willingness he had once felt to
give this old man [Dryfoos] painÓ (p. 449). When his wife won-
ders how it became possible for Dryfoos to change his attitude,
Basil replies that only inner voices, not outer events, change
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people: Òit is the still, small voice that the soul heeds; not the
deafening blasts of doomÓ (p. 485). It is signiÞcant, of course,
that Basil and Dryfoos meet again when Basil crosses Fifth Av-
enue in a daze, gets his hat bumped off his head by a horse, and
is standing in the middle of the road blocking trafÞc when Dry-
foosÕs coup  drives by. The accidents in the narrative provide a
space for the characters to hesitate, rethink, and make deci-
sionsÑ they provide a space within modern life for heeding the
Òstill, small voice.Ó
In HowellsÕs version of realist accident, the
devices of fatal injury and accidental entanglement create the
perception that the destinies of all people are linked through
involuntary and intangible connections. Fatal injuries serve to
remind readers of the violence of the contemporary world and
the social upheaval that would be necessary for social leveling
to occur. Yet rather than suggesting in the novels that such vio-
lence is the inevitable, Þnal word on modernity, Howells also
includes accidental entanglement, which articulates the causal
bonds created by modern travel and circulation that are easy 
to form but difÞcult to control. The characters that Howells
identiÞes most strongly with a sense of accidental entangle-
ment tend to be above the economic threshold of gentility and
to have ample access to communication and transportation net-
works. He uses the accidents that these characters experience
on trains or horse cars, or in reading, in order to expand their
horizon of consciousness beyond their middle-class or elite cir-
cles. In both Annie Kilburn and A Hazard of New Fortunes Howells
draws sharp contrasts between radical characters who act on
the inequalities around them and bourgeois characters who ac-
cidentally stumble onto good works or radical views. Rather
than focusing on the superiority of the heroic over the timid, he
focuses on how difÞcult it would be to inspire privileged people
to think beyond their densely self-interested perspectives.
In the course of these three novels Howells expresses less
and less hope in the liberating potential of realist accident. 
In The Undiscovered Country only isolated characters critique 
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the naturalness of human bonds created through accident, and
the narrative ultimately upholds the social Þction of bonding
through accident. In Annie Kilburn an accidentally entangled
character is contrasted to an activist-theorist with a better sense
of the changes that need to occur before HatboroÕs conßicted
residents feel a sense of togetherness, yet in the course of the
novel AnnieÕs sense of accidental entanglement eventually in-
spires her to help working-class reformers like the Savors put
Mr. PeckÕs plan into action. In this way, the narrative offers a
sense of hope for the efÞcacy of accidental entanglement. A
Hazard of New Fortunes offers less hope that the literary maga-
zine and its well-meaning staff will decrease social fragmenta-
tion or social inequality, but it offers some hope on a micro level.
This development suggests that Howells found less and less us-
ability in realist accident in the course of his writing during this
decade, one in which he became more resolutely socialist.
Later Howells novels organized around random social connec-
tions, such as An Imperative Duty (1893) and The Landlord at LionÕs
Head (1897), do not mobilize the words and images of acci-
dent to nearly the same degree that the earlier novels do.
As Howells himself may have believed, his accident device
possesses social and narrative limits: it stops short of fostering
social transformation within the world of the novel, and hence,
perhaps, it also stops short of fostering a radical social imagina-
tion among its readers. Once the radical characters of Annie
Kilburn and A Hazard of New Fortunes die, the world they leave
behind is focused on plausibility and personal security rather
than change. HowellsÕs realist accidents resist more challenging
social alliances, such as alliances between Egeria Boynton and
tramps, the literary magazine writers and striking workers, or
Margaret Vance and the Dryfoos sisters. Kenneth W. Warren
points out that realism was produced by and helped reinforce a
postbellum politics in which African Americans were consid-
ered stuck in their current socioeconomic positions, and realist
Þction avoided the melodramatic tropes of rescue and escape
that had been central to Harriet Beecher StoweÕs Uncle TomÕs
Cabin (1852) and other antislavery tracts.35 It is true that in his
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novels Howells steers clear of more politically radical visions of
the legitimacy of equal opportunity for women, African Ameri-
cans, or the Irish, yet his resolutely unradical nature has per-
haps received too much attention in the history of Howells crit-
icism. For late-twentieth- and early-twenty-Þrst-century readers,
however, HowellsÕs realist accidents might read differently: as
the impulse toward conversation and concern in a nonviolent
modern world.
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